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I AM DELIGHTED TO WELCOME YOU TO FOUR DAYS  
OF CREATIVITY, CULTURE AND COMMUNITY IN OUR 
SCHOOL GROUNDS. PROFESSIONALLY RUN AND 
BACKED BY A GROUP OF SUPPORTIVE PATRONS 
INCLUDING DAME JUDI DENCH AND ANTHONY 
HOROWITZ, THE PROGRAMME IS FULL OF MUSIC, 
DANCE, COMEDY AND DRAMA. 

The 300 free creative workshops are open to local schools, 
giving hundreds of children the chance to learn from 
professional artists with the opportunity to take part in a 

variety of live performances. The arts are in danger of disappearing from state 
schools, and schools like Rugby have an obligation to do what they can to share 
their teachers and facilities. Two years ago, more than 900 children from the area 
visited the Festival and left inspired. This year we welcome even more children to 
Rugby School to celebrate creativity. 

At Rugby School, we believe every child should have the chance to sing; to play 
a musical instrument; to act; to design the set, costumes or lighting for a play; to 
draw and paint; to dance. Some children think they can’t do any of those things. 
But they can. They just need the chance to try - and often they will shine. We have 
an expression here – ‘no child on the bench’ - and we mean it. We don’t coerce,  
we encourage. 

We think the arts are a crucial part of the school curriculum, of learning, of a full  
life. Leonardo da Vinci, who died 500 years ago, could have described himself as  
an architect, a painter, a scientist (to name a few of his occupations) but didn’t  
think of doing so as he found so much in life to interest him he did not want to 
restrict himself to one path. At Rugby School, we feel the same. Please enjoy our 
Festival on The Close.

Peter Green, Head Master

A MESSAGE FROM FESTIVAL  
DIRECTOR TIM COKER

WE WELCOME YOU TO THE FESTIVAL ON THE CLOSE 2019, 
A PUBLIC ARTS FESTIVAL BUILT AROUND A PROGRAMME 
OF EDUCATIONAL ENRICHMENT WORKSHOPS 
SUPPORTING CANCER RESEARCH UK.

Rugby School is proud to host one of the most 
ambitious and exciting educational arts festivals in the 

country. A festival that showcases our wonderful local 
town and Rugby School; bringing all together for a week 

of enriching experiences for people of all ages.

The festival is founded on a programme of hands-on workshops 
during the day for local school children, inspiring them to learn about 

and embrace the arts and creativity in a range of forms. From learning to 
stomp with the cast of Stomp to live sports commentary with BBC sports 
correspondents; from street theatre to Chinese dragon dancing, we believe we 
have something to inspire young people whatever their interests. And all of this 
is provided free of charge to local schools across the region.

During lunchtime and in the evening we have a diverse range of performances, 
talks and other events from visiting professional artists and celebrities, as well as 
local student talent for all to enjoy. Performances will take place in the Macready 
Theatre, the Temple Speech Room and on our main outdoor festival stage, The 
Cemex Performance Arena. Many of our artists are here throughout the Festival, 
working with young people during the day before performing alongside them  
in our public shows.

Thank you for supporting us and whether you are a performer, workshop 
participant or audience member, we hope you enjoy a week of CULTURE and 
CREATIVITY in our COMMUNITY knowing that by attending you are supporting 
Cancer Research UK’s life-saving work helping to beat cancer sooner. 

OUR HONORARY 
PATRON DAME 
JUDI DENCH
“I am pleased once again to support 
the Festival on The Close and its 
work with young people and the 
arts, as well as its new partnership 
with Cancer Research UK. I firmly 
believe that the arts can transform 
lives and know how important it is 
for young people to appreciate and 
enjoy creative opportunities such as 
those made available at this festival. 
I once again wish the festival every 
success.” 

Dame Judi Dench, Patron

Message from Trudy

Thank you for choosing Cancer Research UK as your charity 
partner. Firstly, I would like to introduce myself; I am Trudy 
Stammer, the Head of Volunteer Fundraising at Cancer 
Research UK. I have worked for the charity for nine years, in 
several different roles from managing events in the field, to a 
regional manager for Scotland. I am incredibly lucky to work 
with such dedicated partners and staff members alike, all 
fighting to bring forward the day that all cancers are cured. 

Secondly, I’d like to give you a bit of background on the charity. Cancer Research UK is the 
world’s largest cancer charity dedicated to saving lives through research. Our vision is to bring 
forward the day when all cancers are cured and we couldn’t do that without the hard work 
and dedication of people like you. 

It’s thanks to partnerships, like this one, that we are able to keep more families together. Our 
pioneering work would not be possible without your generous donations and I personally 
hope this is the start of a long relationship with Rugby School. 

In the 1970s, fewer than one in four people with cancer survived. But thanks to our life-saving 
research, we’ve helped double cancer survival over the last 40 years; today, two in four people 
survive the disease but we’ve still got a long way to go. Our ambition is to accelerate progress so 
that three in four people survive cancer by 2034 and we couldn’t do that without your support.

Finally, we believe that united we are stronger than cancer. Thank you for supporting Cancer 
Research UK. Together we will beat cancer.

Trudy Stammer

Together we can help beat cancer

Cancer Research UK is a registered charity in England and Wales (1089464), Scotland 
(SC041666) and the Isle of Man (1103). Northern Ireland charity registration pending.

Every day, around 150 people 
are diagnosed with cancer in the 
Midlands. Cancer Research UK 
is the only charity fighting over 
200 cancer types and receive no 
government funding for our life-
saving research. 

Right now, half of all people diagnosed with cancer survive but collaborations, such as this, will 
help to realise the ambition of Cancer Research UK to accelerate progress and, by 2034, see three-
quarters of people surviving the disease for 10 years or more.

Together we will beat cancer

3 in 4

people surviving their  
disease by 2034

2 in 4

todays survival rate
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THANK YOU TO  

OUR SPONSORS

THANKS 
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OUR WORKSHOPS 
EXPLAINED

A MESSAGE OF

TO OUR SPONSORS

OUR WORKSHOPS EXPLAINED
PRACTICAL HANDS-ON WORKSHOPS IN A HUGE RANGE OF CREATIVE DISCIPLINES LIE AT THE VERY  

HEART OF THIS, THE SECOND EVER FESTIVAL ON THE CLOSE.

Unique, once-in-a-lifetime opportunities for young people to get creative and try something new sit side-by-side  
once again with opportunities to see mind-blowing performances from world-class artists and household names  

right here in the centre of Rugby Town. 

And this year we are proud to have been able to invite even more local primary and secondary schools to participate 
FREE of charge in our huge range of creative workshops. The result is that young people from schools across 

Warwickshire will be engaging in a huge variety of innovative, exciting workshops and performances during the week; 
meaning that over 1,000 school children aged between 6-18 will have a chance to:

Whatever the choice, we think there is something for everyone to 
enjoy as part of our extensive festival celebrating creativity, culture 
and community right here in Rugby.

live on stage with the cast of Stomp 

crimes using forensic science in our own CSI with The Education Group

an audience with new circus and theatre skills with Gandini Juggling

alongside the astonishing jazz musicians from the The National Youth Jazz Orchestra

their own one-man-band with pop musician Thom Kirkpatrick

PERFORM

SOLVE

MESMERISE

IMPROVISE

CREATE

CREDITS

A huge thank you also goes to all of those who have given up their time and  
energy to help us put together this incredible week of creativity and culture in 
Rugby town. To festival friends and all of those artists, individuals and organisations 
who have offered support in any way since we began working on this project, a 
sincere thank you. It is only through your generous support that we have been able 
to welcome so many children from across the region to take part in our extensive 
workshop programme this week and to support Cancer Research UK in its work to 
cure cancer sooner. 

I hope that, as you explore the festival this week and see the enormous range 
of creative opportunities for people of all ages to engage in the arts, you will 
appreciate that the investment from your companies - as well as the kind donations 
from our festival friends - will have helped to give hundreds of young people an 
inspirational experience that they might otherwise never have had. Whether it’s 
stomping with Stomp or learning to commentate with a BBC sports correspondent, 
you can be sure that the experiences they have this week will inspire them in future; 
to go to an opera, to join a choir, to dance, draw, write, present, act, invent and play 
throughout their lives. 
Tim Coker, The Festival on The Close Director

Artistic Director: Tim Coker 
Director of Music: Richard Tanner
Steering Committee: Phil Byrne,  
Andrew Chessell, Mindy Dhanda,  
Ben Grant, Matthew Gray, Lara Hampton,  
Neil Hampton, Vicky Henderson,  
James Oxley, Phoebe Pexton,  
Fiona Sharp.
Programme Editor: Vicky Henderson
Marketing: Amanda Hunter 
Social Media: PJ Green and Fiona Sharp
Production Manager: Matthew Gray
Technical Manager: Kyle Arrowsmith
Events co-ordinators: Vicky Henderson 
and Fiona Sharp
Logistic Support: Chris Wright
Outreach co-ordinator: Ben Grant
Catering: Chartwells

THANKS TO 
Rugby School staff: James Mead and 
his grounds team; Paul Thornton and his 
gardening team; Martin Denness and the 
Bursary staff; our porters; cleaning team; 
security and our teaching staff.

Our Festival Friends: Our match-funding partners:
Barclays Bank

And to all companies who have advertised  
in this programme and online.

AND MUCH MORE...

Dame Judi Dench 
Anthony Horowitz 
Sir John Tomlinson 
Sir Ronald Harwood 
John Agard 
Prof. Jonathan Freeman-Attwood
Prof. Jonothan Neelands

PATRONS

Photo credit: The Miser, Macready Theatre 2019
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OUR WORKSHOPS 

EXPLAINED

21 Futures Angst-ridden, 
self-mocking and desperately 
ambitious, this dystopian 
comedy pokes fun at the 
young, the old and everyone 
in between. Dysfunction 
abounds and nothing makes 
very much sense any more in 
this hilarious comedy for the 
alternative age.
39 Steps Gasp in 
astonishment at the breath-
taking adventures of our 
dashing hero, Richard Hannay, 
as he grapples with dastardly 
murderers and double-
crossing secret agents. In this 
revival of the hit Town and 
Dean House play.
African Masks and Dance 
Learn about African art and 
decorate your own masks with 
geometric designs.
Architecture with Josh Ever 
wondered what it takes to 
become an architect? This 
informative workshop with 
leading architect, Josh McCosh, 
will tell you everything you 
wanted to know!
Art of Science Join Nick 
Fisher for a fascinating 
talk about the relationship 
between Science and Art.
Bush craft A great chance 
to learn how to build a fire 
and light it using a variety 
of methods and prepare and 
cook food in an outdoor 
environment on an open fire. 
Campus Walk & Sketch 
Following a walking tour of the 
campus appreciating the fine 
architecture on show, students 
will then position themselves 
outside on The Close to create 
an architectural sketch of the 
Chapel, Porridge and School 
House. There are no finer 
buildings in Rugby to try  
to draw.

Cancer Research UK: 
FUNdraising - Careers, 
Volunteers and how to 
Fundraise for Charity Learn 
how Cancer Research 
UK support people in the 
community raising money to 
help beat cancer.
Joining in will give you the 
opportunity to learn more 
about the fundraising work of 
the charity, plan an event & 
discover how we communicate 
our science with fun, 
interactive activities.
Cancer Research UK: 
Research Scientists At this 
session, you will learn more 
about what cancer is and 
how it develops, and hear 
what it’s like to work in a 
laboratory and in a hospital 
from our speakers. They will 
discuss how lots of different 
researchers are working 
together to understand cancer 
and develop better treatments 
to help patients.

Canzona Hear some of the 
country’s top singers and 
lutenists perform music by 
Monteverdi and others along 
with some of the school’s best 
singers and guitarists.
Ceilidh Have a laugh trying 
your hand at this traditional 
Gaelic form of dancing in this 
workshop so you’re ready for 
next Hogmanay!
Chilli Monologue Challenge 

Yes, this year we are 
actually doing it! 
Watch staff wince 
and whimper 
in pain as they 
compete to stay the 
course delivering 
Shakespeare’s finest 

soliloquies whilst eating the 
hottest chillies!
Chinese Dance Join 
professional performance 
artists in bringing a traditional 
Chinese dragon to life.

Clare McCall Devising Devise 
your own pieces of drama 
from a stimulus; learn new 
creative skills in this workshop 
with professional theatre 
practitioner Clare McCall 
Clowning Build 
confidence and non-verbal 
communication skills in this 
fun, comic workshop with 
actor, director and English 
teacher Ed Jaspers.
Codebreaking It’s 1940 and 
the country is at war. Learn 
how the brilliant minds at 
Bletchley Park helped us to 
victory and gave birth to 
modern computing.
Comic Con A celebration of 
everything great about pop 
culture. At Rugby Comic Con, 
you’ll be able to immerse 
yourself in the world of 
your favourite characters 
and stories from games and 
comics.
Cooking Can you rustle up 
a tapas dish or flip a good 
pancake? If not, join Ms 
Burrows and Holroyd for a  
fun cookery workshop to  
learn how!
Creative Writing Join 
members of our high-flying 
creative writing group, in 
an hour of fun and inspiring 
creative writing. 
Cricket Commentary Learn 
how to commentate on a live 
sports fixture with BBC Sport 
Correspondent Hugh Ferris. 
www.hughferris.com
Cryptic Crosswords for 
Beginners No friends? No 
life? Come along to this, the 
most uncool workshop in the 
Festival, and take the first 
steps into an addiction that 
could blight your entire life.
CSI Forensic Science A crime 
has been committed and the 
group must work together to 
piece together the evidence.
Dance Showcase Join us for 
this unique opportunity to  
see some of the School’s  
most advanced dancers 
performing in a range of 
styles from contemporary to 
classical ballet. 

Design your own T-Shirt Your 
chance to create your own 
wearable work of art using 
a heat press to transfer your 
custom design.
Divine Comedy Exploring 
Dante This workshop looks at 
Dante’s great medieval poem 
as a sort of computer game, 
with different levels to work 
through.
Dodgeball Come along and 
learn the basic rules of the 
very accessible sport of 
Dodgeball. We will do some 
work on the 5Ds- Dodge, dip, 
duck, dive and dodge. Then 
play some games to see who 
will be the last team and 
player standing.
Dolly Alderton Join us for this 
unique event to hear the multi-
talented author, journalist and 
presenter Dolly Alderton talk 
about her life and work.  
www.dollyalderton.com

Drama Scholars Join some of 
Rugby School’s senior Drama 
Scholars who have been 
leading theatre workshops 
all year - at the Bloomsbury 
Festival in London and with 
local school groups – in a 
fun group improvisation 
workshop.
East Side Gallery - Graffiti 
Spray-can rebellion! Create 
your own homage to the art 
of the Berlin Wall. Instruction, 
history and materials supplied.
Elaine Ackers Cello Get to 
know a bit more about this 
incredible instrument and hear 
some of the most stunning 
music ever written for it in this 
inspiring interactive concert.
Falconry Ever wanted to hold 
a bird of prey? Get up close 
with raptors and learn how 
these incredible creatures 
have been used over the 
years, as well as how many of 
today’s phrases come from the 
fascinating world of falconry!
Fashion Show Join us for the 
ever-popular Rugby School 
Fashion Show. Maybe you’ll 
be the first to spot the next 
Vivian Westwood or Alexander 
McQueen...
Festival Magazine Budding 
journalists will enjoy dashing 
around as many Festival 
workshops and performances 
as they can and sending in 

Hometown Glory This last 
night show is the number 
one award-winning tribute 
to Adele performed with 
live band and a warm up set 
by our very own sixth form 
student band.
Iodine Clock Create an iodine 
clock! By combining different 
volumes and concentrations 
of reactant, it is possible to 
control the appearance of the 
blue black colour of the starch 
- iodine complex.
Jazz Impro and NYJO Work 
with Chris Brown and Andy 
Davey on your jazz skills then 
work with internationally 
renowned trumpeter and 
conductor Mark Armstrong and 
the incredible National Youth 
Jazz Orchestra, ending with 
a gig where you get to play 
alongside the full NYJO band.
Kitchen Chemistry Ever 
wanted to make spun sugar 
baskets, honeycomb and/
or ice cream, using liquid 
nitrogen? Now’s your chance!
LAMDA Work with some 
of our new LAMDA tutors, 
professional actors and 
theatre makers in these on 
your feet theatre workshops 
which will help you to express 
yourselves more confidently 
and think more creatively in a 
range of situations.
Laura Neal This early evening 
event is a panel conversation 
with writer Laura Neal and 
actor Jojo Macari, both of 
whom recently worked on 
the hit Netflix series ‘Sex 
Education.’
Lego Shakespeare Come and 
collaborate to direct, produce, 
and voice your own stop-
motion film interpretations of 
classic Shakespeare plays.
Lucky Dip It’s what it says 
on the tin! Take a chance and 
do the forfeit, just don’t get 
arrested!
Many Moons With an 
incredible script and an 
extremely talented cast of 
Rugby School actors, Many 
Moons is an extremely tense 
and profound play, with its 
elements of humour. It is 
beautifully unnerving.
MasterChef with Chartwells 
Learn to make amazing dishes 
with the school’s top chefs, 
and impress your parents 
this summer by rustling up 
something tasty!
Matthew Sharp workshops 
Work with the amazing theatre 
director, actor and musician 
Matt Sharp to develop 
confidence, communication 
and performance skills and 
learn to tell your story.  
www.matthewsharp.net 

Merchant of Venice Join some 
of F and E Block’s best actors 
as they preview scenes from 
Shakespeare’s Merchant of 
Venice before transferring 
the show to the Belgrade 
Theatre in Coventry as part of 
the Shakespeare for Schools 
Festival in November. Directed 
by Tom Eyre-Maunsell.
Mini Cities Re-create some 
of London’s most iconic 
buildings in miniature and 
produce a city street on The 
Close. Utilising a range of 
modelling techniques, we 
will build the London Eye, 
Buckingham Palace and the 
Shard and explore changes 
in architecture over the past 
centuries.
Monologue Slam Join some 
of our most talented young 
actors, many of whom are 
current LAMDA students in a 
back-to-back celebration of all 
things monologue. Directed by 
Kim Thompson.
Morris Dancing Discover 
one of English folk history’s 
finest traditions with live 
band Frolicking Pete and 
the Fumbling Fingers. Have 
fun, increase your fitness and 
improve your movement skills 
in this energetic workshop.
Motionhouse Our student 
Dance Company works with 
internationally renowned 
Motionhouse, Rugby School’s 
ensemble in residence. See 
them perform at 3.45 in New 
Quad.
Mud, Mud, Glorious Mud 
Following 2017’s mayhem with 
axes, drawknives and very 
big mallets, for this Festival, 
we are going to be making 
earthen daubs and plasters 
and learning to render a wall. 
If you have ever wanted to 
dance barefoot in mud, straw 
and horse-poo, this is the 
workshop for you!
NYJO This headline evening 
concert features the finest 

young jazz musicians in the UK.
Nick Cassenbaum Comedy 
Playwriting Join The Festival 
on The Close resident writer, 
actor and all-round comic 
genius Nick Cassenbaum 
for this foray into the world 
of comedy writing. www.
nickcassenbaum.com
One Man Band Spend an 
hour with the amazing pop 
musician Thom Kirkpatrick 
in this hugely creative 
music workshop. www.
thomkirkpatrick.com

Poetry Slam Sit back and 
soak up the atmosphere in the 
Chapel as poetry sings about 
the building. Hear some of the 
world’s best poetry performed 
by our talented students.
Power of Bagpipes An insight 
into all aspects of the The 
Great Highland Bagpipe and 
Highland Drumming. From 
the instrument’s humble 
beginnings, to their military 
importance during decisive 
battles, great wars and on up 
to the modern day.
Roman Cooking Cooking 
authentic Roman dishes from 
2000 years ago, using the 
original Roman recipe book  
of Apicius.
Roman Mosaics Tesserae Get 
inspired by Roman Art in this 
fascinating workshop with our 

WORKSHOP HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE 
 

Hugh Ferris 

their written reviews by  
the deadlines. See your work 
published on the Festival 
website!
Flashmob Be part of the 
biggest event at the Festival, 
as over 160 of you form a 
flashmob to kick off our 
Cancer Research UK comedy 
night on The Close.
Frantic Assembly Devising 
Work with one of the founding 
members of theatre company 
Frantic Assembly in a practical 
physical theatre workshop. 
Georgina is a choreographer, 
actor and director. She is 
creative associate of Frantic 
Assembly. 
Gandini Juggling The 
incredible artists from Gandini 
who are performing at this 
year’s Festival are here to 
give you some expert tuition 
on juggling. So if you are 
already decent you can learn 
new tricks, or if you’ve never 
juggled, come along and have 
a go!
Get Creative! Create 
something unique and 
beautiful! Unlock your 
creativity. Workshops are a 
wonderful way to explore your 
creativity, make new friends, 
learn new skills and relax away 
from everyday life. Enjoy a fun 
way for you to learn and have 
a go in various creative skills.
Hands-On Brass This trumpet 
workshop will literally blow 
your mind - it’s going to be 
loud! Our very own brass 
professional Ian Foster will 
bring a collection of horns for 
you to have a blow on even if 
you’ve never had a go before. 
This hands-on workshop will 
create a massed trumpet 
ensemble from beginners!
Hispanic Art Get yourself 
inspired by artists, such as 
Velázquez, Dalí, Goya or Miró. 
Then draw, cut and paste, 
deform or reform particular 
features to transform their art 
into your own.

Motionhouse
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CRUK:  
Research Scientists

Dolly Alderton

Chinese Dance

Hispanic Art

One Man Band
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very own expert Ms Harris.
Rugby FM Broadcast The 
Festival on The Close takes 
over Rugby FM for a day! 
Fancy being a radio presenter? 
Broadcast live to the world 
on digital radio and learn 
the tricks of the trade in this 
unique workshop with Rugby 
FM DJ Jason Moss.

Sara Page Devising/Physical 
Theatre Devise something 
new combining text and 
movement to tell stories or 
communicate ideas, themes 
and characters in this fun 
drama workshop with theatre 
maker Sara Page.
Shadow Maker A brand new 
play by Nick Fisher with 
original music by Rob Colley.
Showstopper! Explore making 
up musical theatre on the spot 
with members of the Olivier 
Award-winning ‘Showstopper! 
The Improvised Musical’. 
We will explore improvised 
melody, harmony, lyrics and 
movement - and by the end 
of the session, participants 
will be creating their own 
spontaneous songs.
Slime Making Create your 
different types of slime with 
our very own mad professor, 
Mr Dhanda.
Stage Combat & Fight 
Choreography An introduction 
to basic stage combat 
techniques led by film actor 
and stunt combat specialist, 
Joel Grizzle. This workshop 
is aimed at secondary school 
aged children and will involve 
learning a basic routine from 
scratch.
STOMP You get to Stomp on 
stage with the cast of Stomp! 
StrangeFace Mask Join  
award-winning theatre 
company StrangeFace for an 
incredible mask workshop. 
www.strangeface.co.uk

Team of the Decades Play 
a different type of game 
with actor and theatre 
maker Will Dickie in this 
fantastic interactive outdoor 
performance about sport, 
finding yourself and being part 
of a team. www.willdickie.co.uk

The Name’s Bond What is 
the appeal of James Bond? 
When was he invented, and 
why at that point in history? 
Which actors have played 
Bond in the films and how 
have their styles differed? 
Discover the answers to all 
these interesting questions 
and watch some fun film clips. 

Then write your own 
James Bond film 
plot, solo or with a 
partner, which is set 
in Rugby School or 
Rugby town centre 
(a prize for the best 
one)!

Those Left Standing Rosie 
Pegna’s brand new play 
examines the lives of junior 
doctors. Support this young 
cast and writer in her first ever 
public performance of a brand 
new play. 
Tied and Dyed A summer 
fashion must, whether it be  
a vibrant t-shirt with matching 
socks, or colourful trousers 
you fancy making, come along 
and explore this expressive  
art form.
Tom Toland Join the Drama 
Department’s newest recruit 
Tom Tolond for a workshop 
which will help you with 
confidence, public speaking, 
acting, devising and many 
other creative skills.
Trebuchet Build a medieval 
weapon of war and fire it at 
the other team.
Ukulele Ensemble Geoff 
Tooley’s Ukulele Workshop is 
open to any age and requires 
no previous knowledge or skill!
This workshop is will cover 
basic beginner chords, 
strumming, and teach you 
some popular songs.
Bring your ukulele if you 
have one, or we can provide 
a ukulele to borrow for the 
workshop. 
West End to Broadway Enjoy 
an evening of musical theatre 
treats with our talented 
students’ own interpretations 
of some of their favourite 
showstoppers.
What’s a Greek Urn? View an 
interesting range of authentic 
vase designs from the 5th 
century BC, before embarking 

on the creation of a design of 
your own.
Wing Chun Have a go at this 
Southern Chinese Kung Fu 
style martial art.
Writing for the Arts Join 
Guardian journalist and writer 
Stephen Armstrong for a 
fascinating workshop about 
how to write for the arts.  
www.theguardian.com/profile/
stephenarmstrong
Yoga for all Take some time 
out to come and have a good 
stretch, test your balance and 
have a little ‘you’ time. Yoga 
is a wonderful way to awaken 
your body and your mind so 
why not join in. Suitable for 
every single body. Mats are 
provided. Wear something you 
can easily move in and bring 
a smile.

Cancer Research UK is a registered charity in England and Wales (1089464), Scotland (SC041666) and the Isle of Man (1103). © Cancer Research UK 2019.

Enter now at
raceforlife.org

5K, 10K & 
Pretty Muddy

RFL2019 Advert  ~  Generic  ~  190mm (wide) x 133.5mm (deep) 

Join t he
Race for Life

MUSIC
MR COLLEY & FRIENDS -  
A PIANO EXTRAVAGANZA!

 1.30pm 
 NMR 

The talented Rob Colley plays a selection 
of his own compositions from the 
CD Bluebells. He is joined by pupils 
from Rugby School and Bilton Grange 
performing some piano classics, including 
Debussy and Gershwin.

Furiant – Colley - Rob Colley
L’isle joyeuse – Debussy - Maru Ando
Bluebell Blues – Colley - Rob Colley
The Raindrop Prelude -  Chopin -  Ischia 
Gooda
Golliwog’s Cakewalk – Debussy- Samuel 
Lau
Heartbreak Hall - Colley -  Rob Colley
La Belle dame sans Merci - Colley - Rob 
Colley
Dr Gradus ad Parnassum - Debussy - 
William Griffiths
Jazzy Copland - Isaac Denness
The Man I love
I got Rhythm – Gershwin - Rose Wang
Round Danse- Colley -Rob Colley
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STOMP workshops 2017 performance at The Festival on The Close

SHOWSTOPPER!
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MONDAY 
24 JUNE

LITERARY
AN AUDIENCE WITH  
DOLLY ALDERTON  
in conversation with  
Adam Naylor

 4.30pm 
 TSR

 
JOIN US FOR THIS UNIQUE EVENT TO 
HEAR THE MULTI-TALENTED AUTHOR, 
JOURNALIST AND PRESENTER DOLLY 
ALDERTON TALK ABOUT HER LIFE  
AND WORK. 

DOLLY ALDERTON IS A COLUMNIST  
FOR THE SUNDAY TIMES STYLE,  
CO-HOST OF THE CURRENT AFFAIRS 
AND POP CULTURE PODCAST THE HIGH 
LOW AND AUTHOR OF THE BEST-
SELLING MEMOIR, EVERYTHING  
I KNOW ABOUT LOVE. DOLLY WILL 
BE IN CONVERSATION WITH ADAM 
NAYLOR – DOLLY’S FORMER ENGLISH 
TEACHER – WHO MAY TAKE THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO REMIND HER THAT 
SHE STILL OWES HIM AN ESSAY.

Dolly is an award-winning 29-year-old journalist, who has written for The Sunday 
Times, The Sunday Times Style, The Telegraph, GQ, Red, Marie Claire, Marie Claire 
Australia, Grazia, Glamour, Cosmopolitan, Stylist, ES Magazine, The Evening Standard, 
House Magazine, Spectator, The Kentish Towner, The Pool, Man Repeller, Vice, Esquire 
Weekly, GQ.co.uk, Elle.co.uk and The Debriefwriter.

She indulges in writing about herself in the third person when the medium calls for it. 
She then likes to read it back in a low, warm, velvety Scottish accent to imagine what 
it would be like to have Kirsty Young introduce her as a castaway on Desert Island 
Discs. She is reluctant to reveal too much more about her fantasy episode as she still, 
perhaps foolishly, holds out hope that one day she will be asked on the show and 
wouldn’t want to spoil the surprise for everyone. What she will tell you is her choices 
would include records by John Martyn, The Rolling Stones and Frank Sinatra (always 
adds a nice note of elegant nostalgia) and her luxury item would be a bed. 

She writes features on love, dating, sex, friendship, feminism, travel, celebrities, 
fashion, beauty, books, films, TV and food, mostly for The Sunday Times Style. 

She was the story producer for series 2,3,4 and 5 of Channel 4’s BAFTA-winning 
Made In Chelsea and T4’s Summer Daze. She was script assistant on the final series 
of E4’s Fresh Meat. She also worked in structured reality, comedy and entertainment 
development at Monkey Kingdom and drama development at Objective Productions. 

In 2015, her first short film Anna, Island - co-written and co-directed by her  
writing partner Lauren Bensted, produced by Ben Woodsmith and starring Sia 
Berkeley, Harry Michell, Jessie Cave, Alfie Brown and Lloyd Griffith - was accepted 
to The London Short Film Festival. The film, about a young woman navigating the 
pitfalls of 20-something life, features a cameo from Kirsty Young and was covered  
in The Evening Standard. Prior to that, she and Bensted made The Confluence; a 
short documentary film about two friends who swim around Tagg’s Island - a little 
known haven in The Thames. She and Bensted are currently developing IN/OUT, 
a comedy about two best friends who vote differently in the EU referendum, with 
Objective Productions. 

From 2016 - 2017 she wrote The Dolly Mail, a weekly/bi-monthly (depending on her 
deadlines/the new series of Transparent being out) newsletter with just under 10,000 
subscribers. She co-hosts the weekly pop-culture and news podcast The High Low 
alongside journalist and Style’s Fashion Features editor Pandora Sykes.

Her first book EVERYTHING I KNOW ABOUT LOVE was published by Fig Tree/
Penguin in February 2018 and became a top five Sunday Times best-seller in its first 
week of publication.
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_
“Dolly is smart, funny, warm, 
interesting and relevant. I 
love her.” - Marian Keyes, 
bestselling author and The 
Sunday Times Style columnist.
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MUSIC
VOCES8 BIG SING

 2.30pm 
 TSR

The Festival on The Close welcomes back three former members of the internationally 
acclaimed vocal ensemble VOCES8 for a day of workshops and a concert with 700 primary 
school children. Soprano Emily Dickens, Countertenor Chris Wardle and Bass-Baritone 
Dingle Yandell all sang with VOCES8 and helped lead the group’s education programme 
around the world. 

Now working across the UK and Europe as a soloist, ensemble singer, conductor and 
educator, Emily regularly leads workshops for the VCM Foundation (the foundation 
established by VOCES8.) Dingle will join Emily and Chris after finishing his tour with Scottish 
Opera’s production of The Magic Flute in the roles of The Speaker and Sarastro. Future 
performances for Dingle include the role of Angelotti in Scottish Opera’s production of 
Tosca. Director of External Events for the VCM Foundation, Chris oversees marketing and 
fundraising for the foundation while continuing to lead education workshops. 

Bringing VOCES8’s unique and inspiring approach to working with school groups, Emily, 
Chris and Dingle will help the children explore their voices, learn new songs, create their 
own musical ideas and then perform what they have learned for parents and guests. Join  
us for the concert and hear 700 children from the listed schools sharing the joy of singing.

10
MONDAY 
24 JUNE
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PARTICIPATING  
SCHOOLS 
Barby
Bilton Juniors
Boughton Leigh
Cawston Grange 
Dunchurch
Oakfield
Riverside
St Andrew’s Benn
Wolston

_

Bringing VOCES8’s unique 
and inspiring approach to 
working with school groups, 
Emily, Chris and Dingle will 
help the children explore 
their voices, learn new songs, 
create their own musical 
ideas and then perform what 
they have learned for parents 
and guests.
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PAUL SMITH  

WRITES

AS CO-FOUNDER OF VOCES8, AUTHOR OF THE VOCES8 
METHOD AND CEO OF THE VCM FOUNDATION, PAUL SMITH 
HAS ENJOYED MORE THAN A DECADE OF WORK GLOBALLY 
IN PRESTIGIOUS CONCERT VENUES, FESTIVALS, SCHOOLS 
AND UNIVERSITIES. HERE HE TALKS ABOUT HIS OUTREACH 
WORK WITH VOCES8 AND APOLLO5. BOTH ENSEMBLES 
HAVE PREVIOUSLY VISITED RUGBY SCHOOL. APOLLO5 
HAS JUST RELEASED A NEW ALBUM, O RADIANT DAWN, 
AND BOTH ENSEMBLES FEATURE ON PAUL’S NEW ALBUM, 
REFLECTIONS, WHICH COMES OUT IN AUGUST.

Travelling through heavy thunderstorms across the Massif 
Central in France last week, I arrived with Apollo5 in the small 
ancient town of Uzerche, after a journey across stunning 
valleys, giant viaducts, mountains and forests shrouded in 
wispy mists.  

The following day, with 150 local children and an audience of 
huge diversity and with Apollo5 providing glorious harmony, 
we performed the opening concert of the Festival de la Vezere 
for the fourth year in a row. An hour later, a journey from Byrd 
to MacMillian, from Scarborough Fair to Vaga Luna and from 
Gaudete to This Is Me came to an end. Everyone in the hall was 
singing, and the students faces had transformed from deep 
concentration to overwhelming, jumping, irrepressible joy.   
This tiny town reverberated with the sounds of the human voice, 
joining people together in ways that this community could 
not have imagined a few years ago. The mayor talks about the 

change in the mood of the 
town, while teachers 
have stayed at the 
local school rather 
than moving towards 
nearby Brive so that 
they can remain 
involved. 

Unpick this story, and there is so much that is good, so much 
that leads towards a vital, positive community. This story 
comes from one tiny dot on a map in the middle of France, 
with a population of 3,000. 

What happens when we take our approach and ethos to inner 
city London, to Paris, or Philadelphia, or Rugby? Change. 
For the better. Why? Because we are passionate? Because 
with VOCES8 and Apollo5 we can demonstrate world-class 
musicianship? Because singing in a choir is good for you in 
ways that touch academic development, social cohesion, 
confidence and well-being? Because we are surrounded by 
a diverse and incredible world of music that can light up 
anyone on any day? Because it’s free to use your voice, and 
participation can look like anything from clapping some 
rhythms to singing in complex harmony and in five different 
languages? I’d suggest removing the last few question marks 
and turning those questions into statements, but that’s for you, 
the reader, to decide.

We love the partnership we have had with Rugby School 
over the last few years because it has encompassed working 
with students on so many different levels, and because it has 

reached beyond the School and into the local community. 
We live in a world connected by screens, but in reality, we 
are all still in one of those small dots on a map, and what we 
do where we are, with the people around us in real life truly 
matters and represents a true form of connection. 

Music education is struggling in many places because of a lack 
of funding, a lack of time in school life and a lack of training to 
enable teachers to feel confident leading music making. With 
VOCES8 and Apollo5 we continue to try to help, and we are 
working on resources to help do more, to reach further. But we 
too are a dot on the map, even if our dot moves around quite 
a lot! Last year we visited 14 different countries singing for and 
with as many people as possible. 

How do we motivate as many people as possible to take 
responsibility for keeping music and the arts alive? Festivals 
like this one are an important part of that narrative.  

This Festival is celebrating so many facets of community, 
education and performance. For our foundation, these 
three words are the words on which we build our mission. 
I’m hopeful many more will do the same in the years ahead, 
because with the world around us putting up more barriers 
by the day, it’s going to be more necessary than ever to be 
building bridges.

LOOKING 
BEYOND THE 
STORM BY PAUL SMITH 

_
we are all still in one of those small 
dots on a map, and what we do where 
we are, with the people around us in 
real life truly matters and represents a 
true form of connection

_
we are working on resources to help  
do more, to reach further

PAUL SMITH IS AN INNOVATIVE 
AND CREATIVE PERFORMER, 
CONDUCTOR, COMPOSER, AN 
INSPIRATIONAL EDUCATOR 
AND AN EMPOWERING PUBLIC 
SPEAKER.

23 JUNE TO 14 JULY 2019

www.therugbytown.co.uk/festivalofculture

Free Festival Guide 
Available in May and June from Rugby Visitor 

Centre and local businesses. 
More information from Rugby Visitor Centre  

T: 01788 533217 
E: visitor.centre@rugby.gov.uk

#FestivalRugby

©
 A

ndris Rutulis, Barber for convention
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MUSIC
NATIONAL YOUTH JAZZ ORCHESTRA
 

 6.00pm  Jazz Workshop Sharing, Collingwood Centre
 8.00pm  The Cemex Performance Arena

THE FESTIVAL ON THE CLOSE IS PROUD TO WELCOME BACK TO RUGBY, THE INCREDIBLE 
YOUNG MUSICIANS OF THE NATIONAL YOUTH JAZZ ORCHESTRA. AFTER THE ENORMOUS 
SUCCESS OF THEIR LAST GIG HERE IN 2017, WE ARE EXCITED TO HEAR WHAT THE NEW 
LINE-UP OF JAZZ TALENT SOUNDS LIKE. WE ARE ALSO VERY PLEASED TO WELCOME 
CHILDREN FROM SCHOOLS ACROSS THE REGION WHO HAVE BEEN IN WORKSHOP WITH 
NYJO AMBASSADORS TODAY AND WHO WILL BE PERFORMING ALONGSIDE NYJO AT THE 
START OF THE SECOND HALF OF TONIGHT’S CONCERT. 

The National Youth Jazz Orchestra (NYJO) is a glittering showcase for the UK’s finest young 
professional jazz musicians, combining a hard-swinging rhythm section and a raft of hugely 
talented soloists, to bring you the very best in British big-band jazz. Under the artistic direction 
of Mark Armstrong, the 24-piece orchestra perform around 35 concerts a year nationally and 
internationally, and aim to inspire the next generation of young jazz musicians with education 
work wherever they tour. Over its 54-year history, NYJO has helped launch the careers of many 
of the country’s most renowned jazz musicians including Guy Barker, Amy Winehouse and 
Mercury Award Nominee Laura Jurd.
 
Mark Armstrong – Artistic and Music Director, NYJO
Mark Armstrong has been NYJO’s Artistic and Music Director since 2011, and during his tenure 
NYJO has recorded two critically acclaimed studio albums, appeared at the BBC Proms, and 
performed at the EFG London Jazz Festival four years running. Mark is also a Jazz Professor at 
the Royal College of Music; and a moderator, trainer and examiner for the ABRSM.

MONDAY HEADLINE
     NATIONAL YOUTH JAZZ ORCHESTRA

NYJO CHAIRHOLDERS
Tom Smith - Alto Sax 1
Sean Payne - Alto Sax 2
Tom Ridout - Tenor Sax 1
Tom Barford - Tenor Sax 2
Claire Shaw - Baritone Sax
Maria Rehakova - Flute
Stephen Payne - French Horn
Tim Rabbitt - Trumpet 1
Harry Evans - Trumpet 2
George Jefford - Trumpet 3
Luke Vice-Coles - Jazz Trumpet 1
Alexandra Ridout - Jazz Trumpet 2
Jacob Cooper - Trombone 1
Harrison Maund - Trombone 2
Ed Parr - Trombone 3
Daniel Higham - Trombone 4
Eddie Curtis - Bass Trombone
Joe Hill - Piano
Jack Tustin - Bass Guitar
Miles Mindlin - Guitar
Luke Tomlinson - Drums
Alex Taylor - Vibes/Percussion
Helena Debono - Female Vocals
Luca Manning / Freddie Benedict - Male Vocals

STUDENT JAZZ MUSICIANS
Yagna Aravindan
Sophie Beckitt
Rory Carroll
Emma Coates
Leo Dakin
Glafira Denissenko
Rachel Dimmock
Lauren Duke
Hazel Fraser
Freya Harrison
Charlotte Hope
Evan Hopkin
Samuel Horton
Hugo Hunt
Arjan Johal
Alice May
Laurence May
Jacob Owen
Dilan Patel
Ana Peters
Samuel Raifu
Samuel Ribeyron
Bethan Robinson
Cameron Saint
George Sheldon
Amelia Thompson
Inaky Turner
Orlagh Ward
Lewis Webb

Director of Rugby School Jazz Orchestra: 
Andrew Davey

Photo taken by Carl Hyde
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FESTIVAL VILLAGE
OUR FESTIVAL VILLAGE WILL BE OPEN FOR PRE-SHOW DRINKS, 
FOOD AND ENTERTAINMENT EVERY DAY FROM 5PM

Be entertained by resident performer and street theatre artist Nick Cassenbaum, enjoy a drink at The Merchants Bar, a 
crepe from Heavenly Crepes or a slice of pizza from Wandering Pizza. We also welcome The Tool Shed Café, who will be 
serving hot drinks and cakes, there will also be ice-creams and burgers on sale. Resident DJ, Andy Saunders, will be playing 
throughout the day - so come and soak in the atmosphere whilst listening to some tunes!

We are also delighted to welcome Frolicking Pete and the  
Fumbling Fingers to The Festival on The Close. During the day 
on Monday and Tuesday they will be leading Morris Dancing and 
Ceilidh workshops, then in the evenings they will be entertaining  
us in the Festival Village. Please do enjoy their talents whilst having 
a pre-show drink!

Stepnell is a complete construction partner with proven end-to-end project life-
cycle expertise.  Stepnell has over 150 years’ heritage in the construction industry 
serving a broad spectrum of private and public sector clients.

Stepnell Limited, Myson House Fifth Floor, Railway Terrace, Rugby, Warwickshire CV21 3HT
Tel: 01788 574511 | email: rugby@stepnell.co.uk | www.stepnell.co.uk

Proudly supporting The Festival on the Close 2019

Rugby School Programme.indd   1 07/06/2019   09:57:33

FROLICKING PETE AND THE FUMBLING FINGERS 
The original members of the band were all Morris 
musicians. One evening, after strenuous dancing and 
intaking of liquid refreshment they were asked to  
provide music for a ceilidh. “But what are you called?”. 
After the usual ribald comments, it seemed a REALLY 
good idea to call themselves something unusual, hence 
‘Frolicking Pete and the Fumbling Fingers Concertina 
Ceilidh Band’- really trips off the tongue, doesn’t it? They 
did think they were just going to do the one ceilidh...and 
that was 30 years ago! 

Members of the band have played and sung in various 
line-ups during three decades (wow - really so long...
scary!) including Priory, Attic, Brillig, Wenchall, The 
Moon and Castle Band, Clitheroe Country Fayre Ladies, 
Bangles, Beads and Bloomers, Clitheroe Morris Men, 
Bobbins and Reelers and Belfagan. Chris is also a founder 
member of ‘The Swinging Sporrans!’ - of course he is! 
  

 Nick Cassenbaum



FILM, TV & MEDIA
 
THE INDUSTRY 
A panel event with writer Laura Neal and actor Jojo Macari  
in conversation with Ben Grant

 6.00pm 
 TSR

Join us for this fascinating panel event featuring two leading figures from the TV 
and film industry, both whom worked recently on the hit Netflix show Sex Education: 
writer Laura Neal and actor Jojo Macari.

2012 Broadcast Hot Shot, Laura Neal (below left) began writing at 18-years-old. Whilst 
studying at Bristol University she won the Hull Truck Prize (2007) and was selected 
for the Paines Plough Future Perfect scheme and the Royal Court writers programme 
in the same year. In 2008 her play Killing Jonathan was shortlisted for the Rod Hall 
award and the Theatre 503 Award. Laura continued to write for the Old Vic, Paines 
Plough and Clean Break throughout her degree and since graduating has written for 
Secret Diary of a Call Girl (Tiger Aspect/ITV2) an original half hour film New Cross 
starring Russell Tovey (Touchpaper/C4) My Mad Fat Diary (Drama Republic/C4) Tatau 
(Touchpaper/BBC) Sex Education (Netflix) and Turn Up Charlie (Netflix).

Joining Laura is actor Jojo Macari who plays Kyle in the hit TV show Sex Education. 
Jojo also starred in the BBC TV series Hard Sun and also has a string of theatre 
credits to his name including A Level Playing Field and Desperate Measures (both 
Jermyn Street Theatre) and The Past is a Tattooed Sailor (Old Red Lion Theatre).

Interviewing Laura and Jojo is Ben Grant. Ben is a recent graduate of the Advanced 
Theatre Practice MA course from the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama and 
has this year been resident drama graduate at Rugby School. 

DRAMA
 
THE 39 STEPS BY ALFRED 
HITCHCOCK AND JOHN 
BUCHAN 
adapted by Patrick Barlow

 6.00pm 
 Macready Theatre

Richard Hannay is trapped in his flat, a 
dead spy lies in his lap and the shadow of 
the noose hangs above him. 

Will he unmask the spies and traitors  
that lie at the centre of the infamous 
plot to steal top-secret British military 
secrets? Whilst following the trail to 
Scotland, Hannay comes across the 
beautiful and feisty Pamela and places 
his life in her hands.

Patrick Barlow’s adaptation of Alfred 
Hitchcock’s classic thriller, The 39 
Steps, is a masterpiece of comedic 
theatre. From London flat to Highland 
Castle, from music hall to moorland, our 
handsome hero and stunning heroine 
fight German spies, corrupt police and 
Liberal politicians to save the nation!

Call: 07909 119 499
www.davidsonshomes.co.uk

Dollman Meadow,
Houlton, Rugby, CV23 0AB.

Prepare to be amazed by the exciting second phase of  beautiful 
new homes at Dollman Meadow this Summer. With a selection
of  3 bedroom homes ready to move into now from £209,995! 

Opening times 
10.30 – 5.30 Tuesday – Sunday
and 12.00 – 5.30 Monday.

Breathtaking 
homes designed
to stand the test
of  time!

Purchase Price  £209,995

Your 5% Deposit £10,500

Government’s 20% Deposit   £41,999

Your Mortgage £157,500

Total £209,995

How Help to Buy works.

Help to Buy
available

Congratulations  
Spratton Hall Scholars! 

Spratton Hall’s Year 8 pupils all performed  
exceptionally again this year, achieving a staggering  
18 scholarships to the UK’s most prestigious schools  

including, of course, Rugby School.   
We wish them the very best in their future endeavours. 

...more than just a school 

www.sprattonhall.com  

Discover Educational Excellence  
www.sprattonhall.com or call 01604 847292 

Spratton Hall is a day preparatory school for girls and boys  
aged 4-13, located in 50 acres of Northamptonshire countryside. 19
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MUSIC
PHOEBE & PHRIENDS 

 1.30pm   Memorial Chapel

Join us for a musical tour-de-force of eclectic ensembles 
as classical traditions dissolve into 21st-century revelations. 
Whether you’re seeking a lunchtime lullaby or a punchy 
pick-me-up, this concert offers a fleeting escape to sound-
worlds old and new. Darting from Carmen’s rebellious 
oiseau to Stanford’s distant bluebird, a host of Rugby 
talent invites you on a journey of passion, pastiche, and 
phriendship.

Phoebe Pexton arrived at Rugby School upon 
graduation from Merton College, Oxford where she 
studied music as a choral scholar.

Her love of music began at a very early age, and 
she attended the Prebendal School, Chichester 
before moving onto the Portsmouth Grammar 
School as a major music scholar. Whilst there 
she sang as head chorister of the girls’ cathedral 
choir, gained her ABRSM Diplomas in flute 
and vocal performance and progressed to 
Principal Flute of the Hampshire County Youth 
Orchestra. In 2014, Phoebe was invited to 
perform Reinecke’s Flute Concerto with the 
London Mozart Players under Nicholas Cleobury. 
The following year she returned to Portsmouth 
Cathedral for Neilsen’s Flute Concerto alongside 
the Solent Symphony Orchestra and Steve Tanner.

At Oxford, Phoebe played in various ensembles 
as a flautist in addition to singing and touring 
with Merton College Choir. Noteworthy projects 
include performing in Washington Cathedral, singing 
the first Anglican Evensong in St Peter’s Basilica, 
and participating in numerous BBC broadcasts. 
She was also made Wind Fixer of the University 
Philharmonia and soon joined the esteemed 
Oxford University Orchestra. 

Phoebe is thoroughly enjoying her role as 
Music teaching assistant here at Rugby, 
where she continues to participate in 
orchestras and promote a wide range of 
concerts. 

TUESDAY 25 JUNE

TUESDAY 
25 JUNE
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DRAMA
MONOLOGUE SLAM

 6.00pm 
 Macready Armoury

Our annual Monologue Slam showcase enables our actors 
to perform extracts from plays they have been exploring in 
their acting lessons. Performances of our best-loved comedic 
and dramatic scenes from theatre, film and TV, from Harold 
Pinter to Sue Townsend, Tennessee Williams to Matt Damon. 
Performed by the Rugby School LAMDA students and  
directed by Kim Thompson; an array of theatre genres in  
one performance. 

Steve Droy 
Piano Services

Rugby & surrounding 
areas, and London

Expert friendly professional 
piano tuning services

Steinway trained

01788 861850 / 07984 300009

www.thepianotechnologyschool.com
email: stevedroy247@gmail.com

 

 

 

 

 

Chartered Surveyors and RICS Registered Valuers covering 
Rugby, Leamington Spa, Warwick and surrounding villages. 

• Pre-purchase residential and commercial property surveys 
and valuations. 

• Shared equity/Housing Association valuations. 
• Homebuy/Help to Buy scheme valuations. 
• Probate/CGT valuations.  
• Matrimonial valuations.  
• Expert witness 

valuations.  
• Commercial property schedules of condition. 

Ernest Hawk is a local firm providing expert advise and value for 
money to private, corporate and Local Authority clients alike. 

Excellent Local knowledge and a friendly approach. 

01788 565701 
www.ernesthawk.co.uk 
info@ernesthawk.co.uk 

27a Clifton Road, Rugby, CV21 3PY 
 

STEM
THE SHADOW MAKER

 6.00pm 
 Foxcroft Lecture Theatre 

A BRAND NEW PLAY BY NICK FISHER WITH ORIGINAL  
MUSIC BY ROB COLLEY.

At the end of World War II, Oppenheimer was one of America’s 
pre-eminent physicists. By 1953, he was denied security 
clearance amidst allegations that he was a communist. He 
prioritised his loyalties with a moral ambiguity. The shadow of 
his legacy lingers around the world today. 

Original music by Rob Colley. 

FOOD & DRINK
#FishTales - 
Sustainable Fishing 
for Fabulous Flavours

 6.00pm 
 Festival Village

An informative and often 
funny look at the issues and 
answers to sustainable fishing 
in UK waters and around  
the world.

Graham Ogden is the national 
executive Chef for Chartwells, 

Rugby School’s catering 
partner since 2010. Today he 
is partnered by Theo Guy, 
national manager of Direct 
Seafoods.

From tales of Theo’s 
childhood, fishing in the West 
Country to Graham’s recent 
team trip to Norway, there’s 
no way this session will end 
on time. 

If variety is the spice of life... 
then this demonstration has 
fins on!
 

DRAMA
WEST END TO BROADWAY 

 6.00pm   NMR

West End to Broadway is a medley of show tunes performed by the School’s 
finest musicians and actors. A wide variety of genres have been chosen to 
suit all, with numbers from classics such as Lerner & Loewe’s My Fair Lady 
as well as new entrants to the theatre scene (notably Tina Fey’s Mean Girls). 
The semi-staged mélange showcase culminates in a rousing finale from an 
enduring C21 favourite: Claude-Michel Schönberg’s Les Misérables.

Directors: Georgi Jones, James Gowen, Caspar Gleave and Zea Cole

 
PROGRAMME
What a Swell Party (High Society): James Gowen and Archie Cade  
(self-directed)
Stars (Les Mis): James McMullan
A Little Fall of Rain (Les Mis): Emeka Abara and Stella Scarozza  
(Director: Miss Pexton)
I could have danced all night (Mr Fair Lady): Georgina Hunt
The Rain in Spain (My Fair Lady): Georgina with William Hardman/Oscar 
Farmer as Higgins/Pickering (Director: Georgi Jones)
Sisters (White Christmas): Caitlin Maguire and Clemmie Silverwood
Slipping Through My Fingers (Mamma Mia): Izzy Utley
Chiquitita (Mamma Mia): Izzy Utley/Lottie Winter/Georgina Hunt  
(Director: Miss Pexton)
One Last Kiss (Follies): Georgi Jones
Suddenly Seymour (Little Shop of Horrors): Freddie/Bella Wade  
(Director: Caspar Gleave)
Sue Me (Guys and Dolls): Maggie Baring/James Gowen (self-directed)
What’s Wrong with Me? (Mean Girls): Katie Newton
Accident Waiting to Happen (The Drowsy Chaperone): Georgi/James 
(Director: Zea Cole)
Why God, Why? (Miss Saigon): James Gowen
Final Chorus (Les Mis): Do you hear the people sing? (Director: James Gowen)
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Who is your inspiration and why?
Will Dickie: My inspiration is my martial 
arts teacher because he is kind and 
strong.
Andrew Ryan: Comedians like Tommy 
Tiernan, Bill Burr are the ones that I lean 
towards and really admire. They are very 
mischievous on stage and I love that.

Natalie Black: Adele is the obvious one! 
I think she’s the perfect example of 
what modern music should all be about: 
someone who writes and plays her own 
songs from scratch and not just second 
hand meaningless lyrics like a lot of 
modern music. She sings from the heart. 
I’m also a huge fan of Coldplay, Sia and 
a mega fan of some of the legends such 
as Freddie Mercury, Michael Jackson and 
Elton John. Most modern artists do not 
have the same showmanship these great 
legends once displayed.
Nick Cassenbaum: Michael Barrymore! 
The way he treated audiences and 
made them shine on stage has been a 
huge inspiration to me and my work. 
Everything he did was about making 
sure people were having a good time 
and were entertained. If you look at 
his audiences, they crossed all social 
barriers. I have always tried to do this 
with my work - tell stories in a way that 
is accessible and do audience interaction 
in a way which was kind and loving.  And 
my Nan loved him....so that was got me 
into it.

What got you into the profession?
WD: My secondary school teacher telling 
me that if I go to uni, I should choose to 
study the subject I enjoy the most!
AR: I’d always wanted to be a comedian 
but living in Cork and coming  from a 
small village I never saw a route from 
there so I moved to the UK. I had a 9-5 
job in a bank and was made redundant 
when the recession hit and I just went 
for it. The banking collapse was the best 
thing to ever happen to me.
NB: I wanted to be a singer for as long 
as I can remember, about age four I 
remember how much I loved singing 
and how it made me feel. I never ever 
thought I’d end up being able to sing for 
a living because I just imagined that you 
had to be born famous or something, but 
I remember in high school feeling like 
there was nothing else in the world that I 
wanted to do.
NC: It is all I’ve ever wanted to do really...
but I guess what really got me into it 
was being a street performer. Cutting my 
teeth on the street has given me a real 
taste for audiences, what they want and 
rapid pace of making work. I give credit 
to this background to getting me in!

What’s your proudest moment as a 
performer?
WD: In Team of the Decades, the work 
happens in public space. I performed 
in Govan in Glasgow, and a group of 
young teenagers saw me dancing on a 
roundabout. They shouted at me for a bit 
and then walked off. But something drew 
them back to stand quietly and watch 
until I finished.
AR: It’s hard to pick one, but my first 
TV appearance was great as it was 
something my family could watch. Also, 
selling out at the Edinburgh Festival for a 
whole month was pretty sweet.
NB: Too many to list! I think the first time 
I was booked to sing in another country 
was a big deal for me, I couldn’t believe 
it, it felt like I’d won the lottery! Things 
happen all the time that I’m grateful for 
though, sometimes it’s meeting someone 
at a gig that cried to a song because 

it reminded them of a loved one, I feel 
humbled when people are moved when I 
perform. 
NC: I think my proudest moment so 
far was performing my show Bubble 
Schmeisis in a working steam baths in 
Detroit. It was magical.

What advice would you give young 
people today about getting into the 
industry?
WD: You don’t need to follow any trends 
that went before you, there are no ‘right’ 
ways to do things, you can listen to your 
intuition, have experiences, and find your 
own path!
AR: Get good on stage, learn the craft, 
and travel for it. Loads of new comedians 
expect too much without having the 
stage time behind them. If you are good 
enough you will be fine. Take your time 
and really enjoy it.

NB: Just go for it! You only live once and 
you don’t want to regret not trying to do 
something you love!
NC: Learn to do everything. Listen to 
people. Be kind.

_
There are no ‘right’  
ways to do things, 
you can listen to 
your intuition, have 
experiences, and find 
your own path!

FESTIVAL DIRECTOR, TIM COKER TALKS TO SOME OF OUR VISITING ARTISTS ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF CREATIVITY  
AT A TIME WHEN THERE ARE SERIOUS CONCERNS ABOUT THE FUTURE OF THE ARTS IN EDUCATION.

YOU ARE
NEARLY

HOME
_
Cutting my teeth on the 
street has given me a 
real taste for audiences, 
what they want and 
rapid pace of making 
work. I give credit to 
this background



That has only exacerbated the decline at A Level. Between 
2010 and 2018, the number of students taking A Level dance 
dropped by 42%, music by 38% and drama by 33%. These 
are not insignificant figures and they will knock on to higher 
education and beyond. Arguably, though, the causality runs 
the other way: tuition fee hikes changed the value placed on 
arts degrees and, with it, arts qualifications. The Russell Group 
briefly advocated a list of preferred subjects – the same as 
the EBacc set – before reversing the policy on account of 
diminishing applications from students taking arts subjects.
 
Even at ages when arts subjects are compulsory, provision has 
been reduced. Teacher surveys suggest that more than eight 
out of every ten schools have cut back on their creative arts 
offerings, be that in terms of time, staff or facilities. Theatres 
have noted a sharp decline in schools visits: Shakespeare’s 
Globe cited a 7% drop in educational workshops last year; 
the Unicorn children’s theatre a 9% increase in the number of 
schools tickets it was subsidising.
 
Far from being inessential, arts education is critical for the 
cultural life of this country. It is at school that many children 
have their first taste of the arts – as many as one in four, 
according to an Arts Council report – and more schoolchildren 
cite their school as supportive of their creative activities than 
their parents. Squeeze arts out of schools and you immediately 
exclude individuals from the arts for life.
 
That impacts, most obviously, on the career options available 
and the arts, already criticised for exclusivity, are facing further 
entrenchment in terms of social mobility. Actors union Equity 
has warned that the state of cultural education risks turning the 
arts into “a playground for the rich.”
 
But arts education isn’t just about creating the artists and 
arts-workers of tomorrow, though. Even confined to economic 
terms, it is about creating the workforce of tomorrow. The 
thinker Yuval Noah Hariri, author of Sapiens, has advised that, 
as automation starts to take over existing jobs, education 
needs to emphasis what he calls “the four C’s” – critical 
thinking, communication, collaboration and creativity.” Put like 
that, the arts look increasingly integral to future human utility – 
not to mention integral to life itself. These things are essential 
to citizenship itself and the arts’ value is intrinsic as well as 
instrumental. The more we endanger arts education now, the 
more long-term damage we do. Something needs to shift -  
and fast.
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MATT TRUEMAN:  

ARTS AND EDUCATION

THEATRE CRITIC 
MATT TRUEMAN 
TALKS TO US 
ABOUT THE ARTS 
AND EDUCATION
MATT TRUEMAN IS AN INDEPENDENT THEATRE CRITIC. HE 
WRITES FOR THE FINANCIAL TIMES, THE NEW YORK TIMES 
AND THE GUARDIAN.

It may not seem it in the midst of a festival like this, where 
artistic activities spread out across school grounds, taking over 
sports fields and science labs alike, but arts education in this 
country is in crisis.
 
Arts student numbers are plummeting. Arts provision is being 
squeezed from all sides with cultural trips way down and overall 
participation in cultural activities on a downward trajectory. The 
causes of all this are multi-faceted. The long-term ramifications 
could be disastrous. Playwright James Graham has called on 
artists to “put everything else down and fight this” such is the 
seriousness of the threat.
 
Since 2010, the number of arts teachers in schools has dropped 
by 10% and, among schools that have withdrawn at least one 
subject, it is the creative arts that have been hardest hit: 23% 
dropped drama, 17% music and 15% design and technology.  
The number of secondary schools that made music compulsory 
for 13 and 14 year olds has dropped from 84% in 2012/13 to 
47.5% today - less than half. These are expensive subjects to 
teach. They require space, time and facilities – things that need 
funding.
 
Yet policy is playing its part too. Successive governments have 
sought to shore up the STEM subjects since a 2002 report 
revealed waning interest. The English Baccalaureate (EBacc), 
introduced in 2010, is the latest effort, but critics say it sidelines 
– even downgrades – the creative arts by putting a ring 
around seven core subjects. Despite initial lobbying, the EBacc 
excludes the arts as required.
 
While, the current 38% uptake is still far shy of the 
government’s 75% target, by 2025, it wants 90% of secondary 
school students to sit the EBacc - an ambition that, according 
to data collected by Cambridge University, will cut out 130,000 
arts GCSEs every year. Any student taking the minimum 
number of GCSEs won’t be able to study an arts subject. It has 
already been called “a blunt instrument of social engineering” 
over the way it cements the advantages of the privileged and 
intelligent, constricting the options available to others.
 
The EBacc has already had an effect. In its first year, arts uptake 
dropped 6% - the biggest year-on-year slump since 2000 – 
and that decline has only accelerated since: down 9% in 2017, 
another 10% in 2018. The government acknowledges these 
“fluctuations” in figures, but maintains student numbers are 
“broadly stable.” A recent cross-party select committee report 
requested a “clear explanation” for that assessment and the 
refusal to address concerns raised.
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DANCE
STOMP WORKSHOPS

 6.00pm 
 The Cemex Performance Arena

SEE MEMBERS OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS PERCUSSION-DANCE-THEATRE 
SENSATION STOMP PERFORM LIVE AT THE FESTIVAL ON THE CLOSE WITH 
STUDENT STOMPERS.  

 
Members of the current and past company of STOMP will be performing extracts 
from their stunning stage show in our incredible performance arena. STOMP 
will have been workshopping with student stompers all day and the results of 
the workshops will also be presented live with student stompers performing 
with their mentors. The Festival on The Close is proud to welcome back STOMP 
founding cast member and casting director Fraser Morrison with members of 
the cast of STOMP. 

For over 25 years, STOMP has hammered out a universal theatrical language 
of rhythm, movement, comedy and dance, bringing everyday objects from 
matches, plastic bags, bin lids – even the kitchen sink – to life along the way. It’s 
the event that showed the globe that even the most ordinary objects can do 
extraordinary things – in the right hands. Once STOMP starts, you won’t 
know what’s hit you, it’ll set your toes tapping and your pulse racing.

STOMP has four companies performing worldwide; one on tour in 
North America, another touring throughout Europe and the rest of 
the word, one performing off-Broadway in NY and one situated in 
London’s West End at The Ambassadors Theatre.

Cast members from the international hit stage show STOMP, 
including original cast member Fraser Morrison, will perform 
alongside student Stompers in a unique production specially created 
for The Festival on The Close. STOMP performers, including current 
and alumni members of the London cast of STOMP will work with 
students as part of all-day workshops to choreograph and create a 
virtuoso demonstration of dance, theatre and percussion culminating  
in a performance guaranteed to 
wow audiences!

STOMP teaching and performing  
at The Festival on The Close are:  
Adam Buckley 
Nigel Clarke 
Paul Gunter 
Billy Hickling 
Lorraine Le Blanc 
Serena Morgan 
Fraser Morrison 
Andy Patrick 
Rob Shaw 
Joe White 
Sam Wilmott 
 
Schools participating:
Harris C of E Academy
Rugby College
Rugby Free School
Rugby High School
Rugby School

_
“The education  
 workshops that  
 STOMP offers  
 can cover a  
 wide range of  
 ages and  
 abilities. Our  
 aim is to make it  
 fun, accessible  
 to all and loud!!”

Fraser Morrison
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COMEDY
THE CANCER RESEARCH UK 
COMEDY NIGHT
with Jason Manford and  
special guests
 

 8.00pm 
 The Cemex Performance Arena 

 
CANCER RESEARCH UK AND THE MACREADY 
THEATRE PRESENT: LIVE AT THE FESTIVAL 
ON THE CLOSE WITH JASON MANFORD AND 
GUESTS.

 

Join us for an uproarious evening of live stand-up comedy right here at  
The Festival on The Close as we welcome the one and only Jason Manford 
to headline this fantastic charity event. Jason is joined by a stellar line up 
of comedians including the uniquely talented Ivo Graham. With guaranteed 
laugh-out-loud moments from start to finish, from some of the best names 
in the industry, this really is a night not to be missed. We are very grateful to 
tonight’s performers who are appearing to help raise money and awareness 
for Cancer Research UK’s life-saving work. 

Jason was born May 26, 1981 in Salford, Lancashire. He is an English writer, 
comedian, actor, radio and television presenter of Irish descent. He began 
his career in 1999, while working at the Buzz Comedy Club upstairs at 
the Southern Hotel in Chorlton, Manchester. Collecting glasses when a 
performer didn’t arrive for an evening set, Jason, who was 17 at the time, 
stepped in to fill the gap, an event which marked the beginning of his 
comedy career. Six gigs later he was crowned The City Life North West 
Comedian of the Year.

Jason supports Manchester City FC and has a season ticket with his Dad 
and three brothers. He cites Billy Connolly as the first comedian he saw 
when he was nine-years-old, and as the very first inspiration for him to 
become a comedian. He has a love for family friendly entertainers like Eric 
Morecambe, Tommy Cooper and Les Dawson. Later on comics like Jasper 
Carrott and Dave Allen influenced Jason, but it wasn’t until he saw Peter 
Kay he decided to have a go himself. After winning several smaller awards, 
Jason was nominated for the Perrier Award in Edinburgh in 2005 for his 
show ‘Urban Legends’, a stand up show about those stories that always 
seem to happen to a friend of a friend. Jason did the comedy clubs of the 
UK, including the Comedy Store and Jongleurs and many gigs abroad as 
far afield as Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Singapore and China.

His first major television appearance was when he was a guest on the 
Channel 4 panel show, 8 out of 10 cats, presented by Jimmy Carr.  He was 
on Dave Spikey’s team alongside Piers Morgan, and would later go on to 
replace Dave Spikey as Team Captain in 2007 and continued in this role 
until 2011. Since then, Jason has presented Sky Three’s ‘Premier League 
Allstars Extra Time’, Channel 4’s ‘Tonightly’, performed at the Royal Variety 
Performance, on ‘Channel 4’s Comedy Gala’, ITV1’s ‘The Comedy Annual 
2010’, BBC1’s ‘Would I Lie to You’, become a regular on ITV1’s ‘Odd One In’ 
with Peter Andre and given his voice to BBC1’s highly acclaimed ‘Walk on 
the Wild Side’.

2011 saw Jason host his own comedy variety 
show ‘Comedy Rocks’ on ITV1, win ‘Born to Shine’ 
with his amazing operatic skills, host comedy 
talent show ‘Show Me The Funny’ and host an 
episode of BBC1’s ‘Live at the Apollo’ to name 
but a few TV projects. His highly anticipated 
autobiography ‘Brung Up Proper’ was published 
in the September.

Jason began hosting a radio breakfast show on 
XFM Manchester from January 5th 2007, which 

lasted until May 15, 2008. In 2009 he hosted ‘Jason Manford and Friends’ 
on BBC Radio 2, which brought the best comedians from over 750 acts at 
that years Edinburgh Fringe to Radio 2 listeners. 2011 has seen Jason cover 
Danny Baker’s 5Live show on the August bank holiday weekend, with 
sidekick and friend Justin Moorhouse.

His third DVD, ‘First World Problems’ as well as autobiography ‘Brung Up 
Proper’ are out now. 

TUESDAY HEADLINE
   THE CANCER RESEARCH UK COMEDY NIGHT 
WITH JASON MANFORD

_

an uproarious evening of live 
stand-up comedy right here at 
The Festival on The Close...
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DRAMA
MY KIND OF MICHAEL
by Nick Cassenbaum
in association with Sian Baxter  
and Bread & Circuses Arts

 6.00pm 
 Macready Theatre

NICK IS A THEATRE MAKER WHOSE WORK ASKS 
AUDIENCES TO THINK ABOUT HOW THEY ENGAGE 
WITH SPACES, PLACES AND PEOPLE. HE HAS TOURED 
INTERNATIONALLY, SELLING OUT IN VENUES AROUND 
THE WORLD. HE HAS WRITTEN PLAYS, CREATED 
AND PERFORMED SOLO WORK AND MADE STREET 
PERFORMANCES IN COLLABORATION WITH SOME 
OF THE COUNTRY’S MOST CELEBRATED VENUES, 
INCLUDING THE ROYAL COURT, SOHO THEATRE AND 
BATTERSEA ARTS CENTRE, HE HAS BROADCAST 
PODCASTS FOR THE GUARDIAN. HE HAS AN MA FROM 
GOLDSMITHS IN WRITING FOR PERFORMANCE AND IS 
A GRADUATE OF THE ROYAL COURT YOUNG WRITERS 
PROGRAMME.

WEDNESDAY 
26 JUNE
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IVO GRAHAM,  
COMEDY SUPPORT ACT

APOLOGETIC ETON AND OXFORD ALUMNUS IVO STARTED 
STAND-UP IN 2009 AT THE AGE OF 18 AND EIGHT MONTHS 
AND LATER BECAME THE YOUNGEST EVER WINNER OF THE 
PRESTIGIOUS SO YOU THINK YOU’RE FUNNY AWARD FOR 
NEW ACTS AT THE EDINBURGH FRINGE. 

Since graduating three years later he has become a regular 
fixture in the clubs and theatres of the UK circuit, with his 
gauche charm and crafty, self-aware wit has proved a hit with 
audiences of all ages, and led to appearances on multiple 
TV and radio shows including Live At The Apollo, Mock The 
Week, Live From The BBC, Hypothetical, Ultimate Worrier, 
Stand Up Sketch Show, Comedy Central At The Comedy Store, 
As Yet Untitled, Live from the BBC, and Fighting Talk. He is 
a regular writer on Fighting Talk and The Last Leg as well as 
several others; he is also busy developing his own sitcom. Last 
year Ivo headed to Melbourne and Sydney for their comedy 
festivals where he also made his Australian television debut.  
He returned taking his fifth and most personal show Motion 
Sickness to the Edinburgh Festival for yet another sell-out 
run followed by a sell-out run at Soho Theatre. Ivo is currently 
touring the UK with the show whilst writing a new show to take 
to the Fringe this year.

JASON’S BIGGEST FAN DEBBIE SKENE, RUGBY SCHOOL’S DIRECTOR OF SPORT,  
TALKS ABOUT PREGNANCY, HOT TOWELS AND HOW SHE FIRST MET JASON MANFORD…

Jason Manford! * screams uncontrollably. “ I cannot believe Jason Manford is going to step on to the 
hallowed ground that is The Close. I am Jason’s biggest fan *lets out another uncontrollable scream. I first 
saw Jason in 2009 whilst eight months pregnant with my first child. I had front row tickets to his first ever 
UK tour at Warwick Arts Centre. He picked on me during the show for wearing a large wrap around cardigan 
that made me look like I was ready to run if he did not make me laugh. But, on the contrary, I laughed so hard 
that my husband rushed off to get towels and hot water. From that tour onwards, I have followed his comedy 
career with more enthusiasm than I have for netball and chastising students for wearing the wrong sports kit!

His current tour Muddle Class could not resonate more with me and help secure my belief that we are BFF’s. This is 
nothing to do with Harry Potter but instead having a working-class upbringing but 

raising children in a middle-class environment, due to success. “You find yourself 
eating olives whilst watching Jeremy Kyle, like, hang on a minute, these two things 
don’t go together”, says Jason. 

When Tuesday 25 June 2019 arrives, I will be first in the queue to enter The Cemex 
Performance Arena, sporting a glass of champagne and munching on a packet of salt 
and vinegar hula hoops *lets out the last uncontrollable scream.”

WEDNESDAY 26 JUNE

Nick Cassenbaum returns to the Macready Theatre following 
his international hit show Bubble Schmeisis (“generous 
and poignant” ****The Stage). This time he has created a 
passionate and playful tribute to his childhood hero, Michael 
Barrymore. Nick has loved Barrymore ever since his Nanna 
Sylvie bought him ‘Barrymore’s Best Bites’ on VHS when he 
was seven. Now Nick invites you to share his love, to examine 
the turbulent relationship between showman and spectator. 

Moving between narrative and a Barrymore style game 
show, Nick and the audience play TV favourites like ‘Strike 
It Lucky’ and take part in ‘This is Your Life’. An ever-affable 
raconteur par excellence, Nick uses his delightfully amiable, 
charming and warm stage presence, alongside Barrymore’s 
iconic shticks, to weave his own personal stories with tales of 
Barrymore’s rise to fame and ultimate downfall. Join in with 
Nick to celebrate a light entertainment - and working class 
– variety icon. With live music and gags-a-plenty My Kind of 
Michael is?, well, Alwight!

Created with Danny Braverman (Wot?No Fish!!!), supported 
by Nick said ‘Michael Barrymore has always been my 
hero. I believe he really is one of the best entertainers this 
country has produced and he has been a big influence on 
my career and style. I think he is the perfect example of an 
entertainer who truly loved the audience that loved him. Yet 
that audience was incited to turn their backs on him by the 
media. I can see parallels in his life and mine and I wanted to 
explore that, but basically… I want people to love him again 
and celebrate some lovely 80s and 90s nostalgia with me!’

Nick Cassenbaum is a storyteller, street performer and 
theatre maker. His theatre work has always focused on the 
way we interact with places and spaces and what that can 
tell us about ourselves. ‘I try to make stories as accessible 
as possible. I am interested in breaking the convention of 
theatre where the audience sit quietly, I get them up on 
stage and hopefully make them feel so comfortable that if 
they want to talk to me during the show…. they can.’ 

My Kind of Michael was created with Danny 
Braverman (Wot? No Fish!!!) and supported by 

Bread & Circuses Arts, Arts Council England, 
Battersea Arts Centre and developed at 

and supported by The Yard Theatre.

Photo credit: Alex Brenner

ANDREW RYAN,  
COMEDY SUPPORT ACT

IRISHMAN ANDREW RYAN IS ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING 
TALENTS IN RECENT YEARS; IN DEMAND AS AN ACT AND  
AN MC AT THE BIGGEST COMEDY CLUBS ACROSS THE UK 
AND IRELAND.

Andrew’s quintessentially Irish storytelling abilities and cheeky, 
friendly demeanour make him a natural ‘stand up’. In 2017 he 
brought his show ‘Did you get here alright?’ to Edinburgh and 
is now taking it across the UK on tour. In 2018 he won ‘Best 
New Show’ at The Leicester Comedy Festival with his new 
show ‘Is everything alright at home?’.

Andrew has appeared on many TV shows in the UK and Ireland 
He has performed stand-up on BBC3’s Russell Howard’s Good 
News, Best of the Edinburgh Festival Live on BBC3, The Blame 
Game on BBC 1, Live at The Comedy Store for Comedy Central 
and Live for MIND on Comedy Central.
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MUSIC
RUGBY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Simon Ferris, conductor
Programme to include Debussy (orch. Büsser), Petite Suite 

 1.30pm 
 TSR

Rugby School Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Assistant Director of 
Music, Simon Ferris, brings a dash of Mediterranean sparkle to the Festival with a 
programme featuring Claude Debussy’s four-movement Petite Suite for orchestra. 
Colourfully scored and infectiously melodic throughout, this attractive music is 
well-known to amateur pianists in its original version for piano duet. 

Rugby School is also proud to announce the launch, in September 2019, of a 
new community-based youth orchestra, the Rugby Youth Orchestra. Working in 
partnership with Warwickshire County Music Service and with local schools and 
music partners, RYO will draw upon the extensive experience of the School’s 
expert instrumental staff to provide an orchestral experience not currently 
available locally. 

RYO will be directed by Simon Ferris, who, as founder-director of South West 
London’s highly-respected Thames Youth Orchestra (TYO), brings 15 years of 
orchestra building experience to the role. Under Simon’s direction TYO has 
performed extensively in London (including at the Barbican Centre, the Royal 
Albert Hall, Cadogan Hall, LSO St. Luke’s, St. John’s Smith Square) and annually 
on tour across Europe. TYO runs fast-track tuition schemes on harp, double bass, 
percussion, viola and orchestral keyboard; has commissioned new works from 
composers and video artists; undertakes regular schools and outreach projects 
and has worked on many occasions with a wide range of professional musicians, 
artists, actors, broadcasters and arts organisations. Rugby School is very excited 
to support the launch of a similar orchestral programme for young musicians in 
Rugby and the surrounding area.

RYO will rehearse in the stunning Temple Speech Room from 17:15 – 19:00 on 
Monday evenings during term time and will be open to all musicians who play 
an orchestral instrument to a Grade 6+ standard. For further information, please 
contact the Music Schools administrator by email, music@rugbyschool.net, or by 
telephone (01788 556207).
 

DRAMA
MANY MOONS

 6.00pm 
 Collingwood Centre

Love…Juniper is looking for it, Robert  
is trying to avoid it, Ollie doesn’t know 
what it is and Meg has resigned herself  
to never having it. Ollie is nervous, 
fearsomely lonely and finds people more 
mysterious than constellations. The 
aptly named Juniper is an optimistic free 
spirit “actively looking for love”, with the 
heavens mapped out on her bedroom 
ceiling – if only Ollie and Juniper’s paths 
could cross. But then there’s Meg heavily 
pregnant, her mind sharpened to a scalpel 
point by disappointment and loneliness. Is 
Ollie destined to make her heart beat for 
the first time in years? And what about 
Meg’s neighbour Robert, who likens his 
wife to a killer whale and wants his grave 
stone to say “never did it again”. As these 
four strangers move through a July day 
in London, they orbit each other, unaware 
that they are hurtling towards one 
moment that could devastate them all.

With an incredible script and an 
extremely talented cast, Many Moons 
(directed by Kim Thompson) is an 
extremely tense and profound play, with 
its elements of humour, is beautiful yet 
slightly unnerving.  

Cast: 
Archie Cade, Jack Cohane,  
Honor Douglas, Georgi Jones 

LITERARY
AN EVENING OF POETRY 
AND PIANO IN THE 
MEMORIAL CHAPEL

 6.00pm 
 Memorial Chapel

Earlier this year Rugby School held a 
War Poetry By Heart and a Shakespeare 
By Heart competition. With recitations 
from Middle School and Senior School 
students, this is your chance to relax in 
the cool and calm of the Memorial Chapel, 
as students recite verse by Sassoon, 
Gurney, Akhmatova and Rugby’s very 
own Rupert Brooke, before performing 
some of the most famous soliloquies 
written by Shakespeare: Portia, Rosalind, 
Macbeth, Hamlet and Mark Antony will all 
be brought to life in an evening of poetry 
and piano in the chapel.  
 
 

DANCE
GRAVITY  
by MOTIONHOUSE
and GIBBON  
by Patfield & Triguero,  
co-produced by Gandini’s 
Juggling

 6.00pm 
 New Quad

Founded in 1988 by Louise Richards and 
Kevin Finnan MBE, Motionhouse create 
world class dance-circus productions that 
tour extensively to rave reviews across 
the globe. From full-length productions 
for theatre touring to flexible work for the 
outdoors and large-scale performance 
events, our sell-out productions integrate 
athletic physicality, powerful narrative, 
incredible digital imagery and emotive 
sound scores.

Their work takes its inspiration from 
common human concerns and our 
connection to the world in which we live, 
with recent works exploring flooding, 
the pressure of time, fear and captivity, 
and our relationship with water, the 
Earth and energy. Dancers perform on 
stunning sets, alongside JCB diggers, 
with aerialists and singers, in incredible 
settings and to breath-taking effect.

OUTDOOR PRODUCTIONS
Pioneers of outdoor dance, Motionhouse’s 
range of flexible productions tours to 

festivals and non-theatre spaces. These 
short, sharp injections of dance and 
circus are designed to be performed 
outdoors and up-close rather than in a 
conventional theatre. Immensely popular 
on the international festival circuit, they 
tour this work extensively to enormous 
crowds and great acclaim, inspiring 
audiences who are not necessarily 
familiar with dance. 

INSPIRING THE NEXT GENERATION 
They have an enviable reputation for 
delivering an excellent programme of 
education and training at their studio 
in Leamington Spa, throughout the UK 
and further afield. They deliver a wide 
range of learning and training projects, in 
schools and in the community, including 
the Macready Theatre, for students and 
for young professionals, focusing on 
skills-development and creativity. Their 
teaching is accessible and inspiring and 
emphasises a sense of achievement for all.

GRAVITY
As we approach 50 years since the 
first moon landing, our brand new 
duet Gravity combines hand-to hand 
acrobatics with Motionhouse’s signature 
contact choreography. Using breath-
taking balances and extraordinary 
trust, Gravity sees two white-clad 
performers in an evocative exploration 
of weightlessness and zero gravity. An 
overwhelming sense of isolation underlies 
the precise, haunting choreography.
“Motionhouse have raised the bar for 
outdoor presentation of contemporary 
dance – Motionhouse’s highly inventive 
yet simple staging means that we have 
the opportunity to present dynamic 
and lively dance as part of the festival; 
audiences respond so well to the skill and 
quality of the work, even if they haven’t 
experienced dance in another setting 
before, and Motionhouse’s unique tone 
is a particular highlight in a very broad 
programme.”

GIBBON 
Gibbon is a surreal and charming feast of 
juggling choreography, with a sense of 
humour and a hint of absurdity. Achieving 
success while masking failure, a narrative 
is formed as the action cuts between the 
creation and the execution of hypnotic 
patterns and juggling movement 
sequences.

_
short, sharp injections 
of dance and circus 
are designed to be 
performed outdoors and 
up-close rather than in a 
conventional theatre
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MUSIC & DRAMA
SHOWSTOPPER!
The Improvised Musical direct from  
the West End in London

 6.00pm 
 The Cemex Performance Arena

SPONTANEOUS MUSICAL COMEDY AT ITS ABSOLUTE FINEST 
- DIRECT FROM THE WEST END AND NOW HEADING TO 
THE FESTIVAL ON THE CLOSE! WITH ELEVEN YEARS AS AN 
EDINBURGH FRINGE MUST-SEE PHENOMENON, A BBC RADIO 
4 SERIES, A CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED WEST END RUN AND 
AN OLIVIER AWARD TO THEIR NAME, THE SHOWSTOPPERS 
HAVE DELIGHTED AUDIENCES ACROSS THE GLOBE WITH 
THEIR INGENIOUS BLEND OF COMEDY, MUSICAL THEATRE 
AND SPONTANEITY. 

Showstopper! The Improvised Musical has been a rip-roaring 
success since the show started in 2008. It has had 11 sell-out 
years at the Edinburgh Fringe, two West End runs, an Olivier 
award and a BBC Radio 4 series.

A brand new musical comedy is created from scratch at 
each performance of this award-winning show as audience 
suggestions are transformed on the spot into all-singing, all-
dancing productions with hilarious results. These incredible 
performers are guaranteed to impress as they create shows 
packed with drama, dazzling dance routines and catchy 
melodies – it’s just all made up on the spot! In the show, the 
audience meets a writer of musicals who is on a deadline – he 
needs their help. The audience shouts out suggestions of a 
setting, musical styles and the title of the show and they’re off!

The Showstopper team – cast and band – will then weave a 
brand new musical in front of the very eyes of the audience, 
complete with hilarious characters, fabulous dance routines, 

beautiful songs, epic story lines, all sprinkled with the pzazz of 
a Broadway show.

Every night is a premiere and we quite literally couldn’t do the 
show without you, so why not pop down and help us create the 
next hit musical?

Each Showstopper! The Improvised Musical show is created 
live on the spot from audience suggestions. The cast transform 
suggestions of setting, genre and style into a fully-realised 
musical with ingenious storyline and hilarious characters. The 
audience even name that night’s show, which is added to the 
Showstoppers’ archive. From Pink Floyd to Stephen Sondheim, 
via a school, Ancient Egypt or a mattress shop – if the audience 
can name it, The Showstoppers will perform it.

HISTORY OF THE SHOW
The show began life as a workshop at the Actors’ Centre in 
London, when Dylan Emery, Adam Meggido and Ken Campbell 
took a group of actors with little or no improvisation experience 
and within a week attempted to get them to perform an hour-
long extemporised musical in front of a packed house.

This was such a success that Dylan and Adam decided to 
gather together a group of professionals and create a fully-
fledged show. After a few try-outs at The King’s Head in 
Islington (one of Britain’s great hothouses for the nurturing 
of new talent in musicals), the project immediately secured 
financial backing. 

 

'Achingly funny... Worth seeing again and again.' 
 Time Out Critics' Choice
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MUSIC
LUNCHTIME JAZZ 
WITH  “THE RUGBY 
JAZZ COLLECTIVE”

 12.45pm 
 James Pavillion

 
A four-piece trad jazz outfit 
based in Rugby, and dedicated 
to bringing you music from 
the golden era of jazz in the 
“hot club” style, gypsy jazz 
and rhythm and blues. Our 
finger-snapping, toe-tapping 
sounds are guaranteed to 
get you up on your feet and 
ready to party like there’s no 
tomorrow.’

MUSIC 
RUGBY STUDENT 
ROCK & POP 
CONCERT

 6.00pm 
 The Cemex 

Performance Arena
 
Join us at The Cemex 
Performance Arena for a 
special Rock & Pop student 
performance.  Soloists, small 
groups and rock bands; light 
pop, folk and heavy rock, 
showcase students of all ages 
in a festival-style open air 
gig. With a great atmosphere, 
accessible student-led music 
and a quality set up, this 
event promises to be a great 
demonstration of the talent 
we have here at Rugby School.

MUSIC
MONTEVERDI’S FLYING CIRCUS
Canzona Baroque with  
Rugby School Singers

 6.00pm 
 NMR

Join Rugby School’s Head of Vocal Studies - acclaimed 
international tenor  - James Oxley with some of Rugby 
School’s finest young choral singers in a stunning concert 
of early music from composers including Dowland, Schütz, 
Lully and Monteverdi.

DANCE
Rugby School 
Department of 
Theatre & Performing 
Arts presents:
STUDENT DANCE 
SHOWCASE 2019

 6.00pm 
 Collingwood Hall

Watch some of Rugby 
School’s most experienced 
dancers demonstrate some of 
their graded examination work 
in this showcase of dance 
talent. All of the dancers 
performing today have been 
training for between 12-18 
months, approximately 40 
hours of study, towards their 
current exam grade. We hope 
you enjoying seeing some of 
the fruits of that work in this 
special performance recital. 

Dancers
Clemmie Silverwood  
Rin Teshima
Katy Wood
Elle Griffin Smith
Freya Seex
Ciara Hogan
Ginny Edwards
Alina Song

Technical Support
Freya Seex
Isabel Colbourne

Running order
• Grade 8 ballet: Clemmie  
 Silverwood, Ellie Griffin- 
 Smith, Freya Seex
• Grade 5 ballet: Ginny  
 Edwards, Ciara Hogan,  
 Alina Song 
• Advanced 1 ballet: Clemmie  
 Silverwood, Rin Teshima
• Intermediate Jazz: Clemmie  
 Silverwood, Rin Teshima,  
 Freya Seex, Katy Wood 
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THE ART OF 
SCIENCE
A lecture by Nick 
Fisher

 6.00pm 
 Foxcroft Lecture  

 Theatre

Fellow of the Institute of 
Physics and former IOP and 
Salters Physics Teacher of 
the Year, the wonderfully 
entertaining Nick Fisher 
returns to the Festival to 
discuss how both art and 
science have influenced our 
culture, modern society and 
the way we see the universe. 
This entertaining presentation 
illuminates the intersections 
between art and science, 
explores their relationships, 
their mutual influences and 
the common themes which 
have resonated during their 
historical journey. Creativity, 
the creative industries and 
the future are underpinned by 
both art and science . . .

DRAMA
THOSE LEFT 
STANDING, 
by Rosie Pegna

 6.00pm 
 OBS

A new play by Rugby School 
GCSE drama student Rosie 
Pegna. 

Junior doctor, Jack, is 
battling with the concept of 
death, when he meets Ellie, 
a philosophy graduate who 

is unsure of her next move. 
Alex is working toward the 
next step in his medical 
career, while his girlfriend Tess 
wonders if her relationship 
will ever get better. GPs fight 
for their rights in this tale of 
confusion, determination and 
kindness.  

Cast: Dom Pritchard, Caspar 
Gleave, Rosie Pegna, Meg 
Bristol, Jade Fossick, Ginny 
Edwards, Stella Scarozza, 
Tabitha Denham, Hector 
Grand, Maisie Cornell

MUSIC
TEAM OF DECADES 
by Will Dickie

 6.00pm 
 The Close

Team of the Decades is a 
performance that happens 
in parks, on roads and 
pavements.

The Team of the Decades is 
one man’s collection of male 
role models: his father, his 
teachers and his school rugby 
coach.

The Team of the Decades is 
10 audience, one coach and 
one captain. Not playing to 
win or lose, but playing with 
relationships: 
Strengths and weaknesses : 
Fathers and sons : Collisions 
and hugs

Team of the Decades is an 
unexpected and thrilling 
experience of togetherness 
that questions what it means 
to be a man.

DRAMA
21 FUTURES 
by Olly Hawes

 6.00pm 
 Macready Theatre

EDINBURGH FRINGE 
PREVIEW PERFORMANCE
PERFORMED BY MACREADY 
THEATRE SQUARE PEGS 
YOUNG ACTORS’ COMPANY 
A BRAND NEW PLAY ABOUT 
THE FUTURE.

Olly Hawes’ absurd comedy 
takes a sideways look at the 
lives of modern teenagers on 
the brink of futures they can’t 
yet begin to imagine. A cast 
of 21 talented young actors 
present a wildly satirical vision 
of modern society: vapid, 
vacuous and vain. Angst-
ridden, self-mocking and 
desperately ambitious, this 
dystopian comedy points a 
finger at the young, the old 
and everyone in between. 
Dysfunction abounds and 
nothing makes very much 
sense any more in this bleak 
comedy for the alternative age.

Olly’s play was created over 
18 months through workshop 
with an ensemble of young 
actors. The company’s 
responses in the workshops 
generated the material for Olly 
to develop into a script. The 
play is therefore a genuine 
collaboration between 
playwright and company to 
create new work which is 
‘made to measure’ rather than 
off the shelf. This is a really 
important way of working 
with young actors and allows 
their voices to run through the 
material and for them to have 
ownership of the final work.

Olly is co-artistic director 
of take stock exchange, a 
community storytelling and 
theatre company, and a 
National Theatre Connections 
Director. He was selected as 
a Clore Emerging Cultural 
Leader in 2016. He has made 
work with Arcola, The Bush, 
Camden People’s Theatre, 
Fevered Sleep, Latitude, The 
Menier Chocolate Factory, The 
National Theatre, The Old Vic, 
Old Vic New Voices, Pentabus, 
The Pleasance, The Watermill, 
The Young Vic and Zoo.

CAST AND CREATIVES
Director Simone Hancox
Songs written by  
Tim Coker & Milo Coker
Assistant Directors  
Tim Coker & Ben Grant
Technical Manager 
Kyle Arrowsmith
Piano Milo Coker

Company
Celeste Allen 
Maggie Baring
Archie Cade
Ella Carew
Jack Cohane
Stella Cohen
Zea Cole
Honor Douglas
Oscar Farmer
Shelly Fuxman
James Gowen
William Hardman
Isobel Hobbs
Zoë Mackie
Keza Nganga
Lucy Powell
Anna Sloan
Max Taylor
Ingrid Thame
Lucy Venters

Team of Decades
6.00pm, The Close THURSDAY  
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Rin Teshima
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MUSIC
HOMETOWN GLORY  
WITH NATALIE BLACK AS ADELE
plus full live band

 8.00pm 
 The Cemex Performance Arena

 
HOMETOWN GLORY IS THE ULTIMATE TRIBUTE 
TO THE WORLD FAMOUS AND MUCH LOVED 
SOUL SINGER ADELE. THIS AWARD WINNING 
SHOW WHICH HAS BEEN PERFORMING AROUND 
THE WORLD SINCE 2011 IS RECOGNIZED AS 
THE UK’S NUMBER 1 CHOICE FOR ADELE FANS 
EVERYWHERE.

‘Hometown Glory’ Adele Tribute by Natalie Black leaves audiences 
spellbound with her rich and soulful voice, replica costumes, and a natural 
likeness that will leave you wondering if you’ve seen the real thing!

The Ultimate Adele experience, Hometown Glory features an amazing  
4 piece live rock band. The show includes all the hit classics such as Hello, 
Rolling in the deep, Set fire to the rain, When we were young, Someone 
like you, Skyfall and many more…

Natalie Anne Black started performing her Adele Tribute show in 2011 and 
has performed in countries all over the world including Dubai, Bahrain, 
Greece, Tenerife, Egypt, Turkey, Malta, Cyprus, Portugal and Germany to 
name a few as well as her hugely successful nationwide tour of the UK.

The Ultimate Tribute Fest say of her ‘Adele Tribute Hometown Glory’ 
show, that “it is not only her performance which is breath taking but her 
whole show… it is impossible not to be mesmerised by Hometown Glory 
from start to finish”

Support comes from local student band Matthew Coe and the Food 
Committee. This 4 piece band formed in November 2018 and have since 
performed in a number of venues across the region.
Matthew Coe and the Food Committee are: Theo Matthews,  
James Langham, Ollie Thomson, Sam McCaughan
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“it is not only her performance which  
 is breath taking but her whole  
 show… it is impossible not to be  
 mesmerised by Hometown Glory  
 from start to finish”



MACREADY THEATRE is NOW OPEN
Brought to you in partnership with

THEATRE - DANCE - COMEDY - MUSIC - SPOKEN WORD

What’s On...

www.macreadytheatre.co.uk
Lawrence Sheriff Street, Rugby, CV22 5DE

To join us on an Open Morning or to book a private tour
 contact our Registrar on registrar@biltongrange.co.uk 

or telephone 01788 818 246

www.biltongrange.co.uk
Co-educational Boarding and Day Preparatory School, near Rugby

@rugbyschool1567

We get it sorted.travisperkins.co.uk

From quick repair jobs to full 
scale builds, we do whatever 
it takes to keep you on track

Tool 
Hire

23,000+ 
Products

Click & 
Collect

660+ 
Branches

Flexible Payment 
Options

Terms & conditions apply. Ask in participating branch.

TP-AKPAG/A5/Land.indd   1 05/07/2018   14:41

Your Local 
Timber & Builders Merchant

 Building Materials
 Timber
 Landscaping
 Roofing
 Power Tools
 Painting & Decorating
 And much more...

Find us here:
travisperkins.co.uk

Call us on: 
0333 577 8811 

Our Open Hours:
Mon - Fri: 7:00am - 5:00pm 
Sat:              8:00am - 12:00pm

5th July CINEMA
Grease Singalong + Gin & Jive 
7.30pm

6th July MUSIC
Pizza & Jazz  
by Jazz Not Jazz  
7.00pm

7th July  CHILDREN’S THEATRE
The Great Samurai  
by Joel Hall  
3.00pm 
 
 
 
 
 

11th July THEATRE
EDINBURGH FESTIVAL 
PREVIEW  
Unbelievable Science  
by Morgan & West  
6.30pm 
 
 
 
 

13th July THEATRE
EDINBURGH FESTIVAL PREVIEW 
Bureau of Untold Stories  
by Brynmore Productions 
2.30pm

26th Sept THEATRE

Status by China Plate 
7.30pm

28th Sept COMEDY
Manford’s Comedy club:  
Andy Askins,Barry Dodds, Joshua Jones, 
Louise Young 
8.00pm

4th Oct   MUSIC
Miles Hunt & Erica Nockalls  
Music of The Wonderstuff  
are coming to Macready Theatre 

15th Nov THEATRE
The Soldier  
by Mesh Theatre  
7.30pm 
 
 
 
 



With offices in over 300 locations worldwide, 
we combine the widespread exposure of 
the international marketplace with national 
marketing campaigns and the expertise of 
local property professionals.

For more information or for a free valuation, 
please contact: +44 (0)1788 820062 
rugby@fineandcountry.com 
fineandcountry.com

LOCAL  E X P E R T I S E

NATIONAL  P R E S E N C E

INTERNATIONAL  A U D I E N C E

Marketing Campaign_Local National International_A4 advert_Rugby.indd   1 23/05/2019   12:34

Ambivent is a fully ISO9001 accredited provider of mechanical and electrical 
expertise to major contractors and commercial businesses.

We understand how important it is to maintain 
a comfortable working environment within 
your business premises.

Ambivent is able to design, install or maintain 
any mechanical and electrical systems within 
your office areas, commercial premises or 
industrial buildings.
 
As a fully ISO accredited business, you can 
depend on our commitment to quality and 
integrity throughout our range of services.

Providing expertise to:
• Schools
• Hospitals
• Universities
• Offices

• Factories
• Retail
• Leisure
• Residential

From our base in central Northamptonshire, our 
fully-qualified technicians and engineers have 
serviced clients nation-wide for more than 
thirty years.

We value outstanding customer service above all 
else. Unlike some of our competitors, we directly 
employ all of our plumbers, ventilation engineers 
and air-conditioning installers. 

This allows us to achieve and maintain consist-
ently high standards of quality control and relia-
bility for our customers. 

Ambivent
Heating Ventilation

PlumbingAir Con

Electrical Refrigeration

Ambivent
Heating Ventilation

PlumbingAir Con

Electrical Refrigeration

Call Ambivent on 01604 645788 or email sales@ambivent.co.uk

Proudly working with Rugby School
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1  Macready Theatre
2  Macready Armoury Studio
3  Little Church Street – pre-booked  

 disabled parking 
4  School House – pre-booked parking
5  TSR @ The Festival on The Close
6  NMR & Music Schools @ The Festival on  

 The Close
7  Old & New Quad and OBS
8  Chapel
9  Memorial Chapel
10  Food & Drink Festival Village
11  Public Toilets
12  The Cemex Performance Arena
13  Queens Gates – disabled entrance
14  TRR & UTRR
15  Green Pavilion/Festival Hub
16  Main Entrance 
17  Box Office 
18  School Shop
19  James Pavilion
20  Rackets Courts
21  Science Schools & FLT
22  Design Centre
23  Lewis Gallery 
24  Old Gym
25  Collingwood Centre
26  Hillbrow 
27  Sports Hall
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PROGRAMME DESIGN AND PRODUCTION  
BY MERCER DESIGN

www.mercerdesign.co.uk


